GRATE PER CITY STANDARDS
USE STD. SW-10.08 OR SW-10.09

NOTES:
1. FOR 24" RCP & LARGER USE PIPE DIAMETER PLUS 12" FOR MINIMUM INSIDE DIMENSION.
2. 24" X 24" CASTING WITH 12", 15" & 18" PIPE, 24" X 36" CASTING USED WITH 24" PIPE OR LARGER. IF PLACED WITHIN PUBLIC R/W CASTING MUST BE TRAFFIC BEARING TYPE PER NCDOT STANDARDS.
3. USE 4" X 4" X 8" OR 4" X 8" X 16" SOLID CONCRETE BLOCK. CAST IN PLACE OR PRECAST CONCRETE TO MEET N.C.D.O.T. STANDARDS ACCEPTABLE.
4. STEPS SHALL BE INSTALLED IN ALL DROP INLETS OVER 3' IN DEPTH. DEPTH SHALL BE MEASURED FROM THE TOP OF GRATE TO THE INVERT OF THE DROP INLET.
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